Majors Who Have an Interest in a Specialized Area of Psychology

Occupational Outlook Handbook Links for Bachelor's Level Psychology Degrees

Biopsychology, Cognitive Neuropsychology, and Clinical Neuropsychology

Pre-medical education
Clinical laboratory technician
Psychiatric technician
Science technician

Developmental Psychology

Occupational therapy assistant
Rehabilitation therapist
Physical education teacher
Fitness instructor and recreation worker

Public Relations special
Retail
Real estate
Advertising

Health and Sport Psychology

Healthcare and public health

Social and Consumer Psychology

Budget analyst
Computer support specialist
Computer programmer
Insurance underwriter

Legal and Forensic Psychology

Child care worker
Teacher

School Psychology

Drug and alcohol abuse counselor
Social worker
Human service worker

Clinical and Counseling Psychology

Human resources assistant
Commercial or industrial design assistant

Industrial/Organizational Psychology

Administrative assistant
Human Resources assistant
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Note: The information provided is an extract from a document and may not be exhaustive or up-to-date.